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WHY I CHOOSE BOND FOR EXTERNAL CLADDING SYSTEM IN
MY BUILDING
1. BOND offers permanent and integrated architecture solution.
2. BOND can easily be cut and shaped to the contours of the building with a perfect
adaptability.
3. BOND offering elegant surfaces and large range of stains are factors that change the
tone of the building with long-term impression.
4. BOND his success of the resistance against corrosion.
5. BOND is friendly to the environment, does not release any substance containing
CFCS and is recyclable.
6. Any building that need a renovation quickly and cost-effectively it delivers a new
face on the outer side and long-term protection of the building from weather.
7. BOND protects the building from erosion and harmful effects caused by the
industrial and environmental pollution, leading to low cost maintenance and longterm maintenance of the structure of the building.
8. The rear-air system investment protects masonry building from humidity, high
temperature fluctuations and quick, with the result of thermal expansion, contraction
and reduction in-formation of cracks.
9. BOND through the use of exclusive colors and innovative forms, offer compelling
solutions for creating unique indoor (banks, trade fairs, reception areas, airports, etc.).
10. Has accepted scientific that a building with single masonry if you put external
cladding system with BOND and insulated exterior thermal insulation we have the
same effect with double masonry.
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WHY WE CHOOSE aslanidiSystem IN THE PLACEMENT OF BOND
1. The 17 years of experience and the 280.00m2 in Cyprus and Greece in external
cladding system have taught us.
2. Our company has solutions for all the technical and architectural desires.
3. The qualified staff is equipped with know-how and appropriate German mechanical
equipment.
4. Our experience and the requirements of our customers have resulted in a manner
fitting where BOND returns the maximum of the specification.
5. Our company is the first that provides 3-year guarantee for the correct placement of
the BOND.
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